Impact Grows is the one-stop solution for all the ESG needs of the BFSI Sector

4 ESG Solutions packed into one product suite to enable BFSI Sector

ESG Assessment
Enabling quick preliminary assessments of companies by automated data capture using an AI enabled report parsing and ESG maturity calculations

Sustainable Linked Loan Product
Incentivizing borrowers to improve their sustainability performance index and contribute to SDG goals. Our intelligent insights and dashboards help them to easily manage sustainability projects

ESG Reporting
Enabling quick preliminary assessments of companies by automated data capture to enable multi-index report generation to comply with global and national ESG regulations

ESG Data Hub
Stremlines data collection from various types of sources, ranging from ERP to IoT devices. These data-points are normalised to achieve sensitive ESG specific KPIs that need year round monitoring.

Contact us at support@billionlives.in or Visit our website at impactgrows.app
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Bank can assess ESG status of corporate clients by assessing data from leading ESG data providers over APIs, auto-extract information from published ESG reports of corporate and check ESG controversies if any through sentiment analysis.

**Key Features**

1. **Credit Decisioning for Clients**
   - Current ESG state analysis of customers either through self-assessment surveys or data extraction from existing public reports and ESG data providers such as Refinitiv, Moody’s, etc.

2. **Sentiment Analysis of Controversies**
   - Sentiment Analysis (AI) to cross-check customer responses with information on the public domain to uncover controversies across various ESG parameters.

3. **Peer Data Analysis**
   - Compare the ESG performance of your peers and identify gaps through a powerful sentiment analysis engine to analyse competitor data and benchmark.

4. **Annual ESG Risk Assessment**
   - Evaluate ESG risk related to corporates annually by reviewing all supporting information provided by the system and assign ESG score.
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Banks can incentivize borrowers to improve their sustainability performance index and contribute to SDG goals. Our intelligent insights and dashboards help them to easily manage sustainability projects.

**Key Features**

**01. Loan Template Creation & Management**
Banks will be able to make custom loan templates based on theme and sustainability performance targets and accordingly make them available for Corporates.

**02. Sustainability Project Management**
Corporates will be able to manage all the sustainability-linked loan projects and accordingly monitor and report back to the Bank all required project progress updates.

**03. Sustainability Performance Targets**
Corporates will be able to Track and report on SPT’s progress by showing evidence of SPT achievement to claw back a percentage of interest amount.

**04. Performance & Monitoring Dashboards**
Get a bird’s eye view to monitor the performance of all the sustainability linked loan projects across your Corporate portfolio through dashboards and charts.
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ESG Reporting

Enabling quick preliminary assessments of companies by automated data capture to enable multi-index report generation to comply with global and national ESG regulations.

Key Features

01 **Maturity & ESG Readiness**
Evaluate your company and its value chain's ESG readiness and maturity by taking a Maturity survey and understanding your current state.

02 **Materiality & ESG Strategy**
Identify ESG Topics that are material to your company through a stakeholders-driven materiality assessment process and build a strategy to improve your performance.

03 **Data collection & Collaboration**
Engage easily with other stakeholders and collaborators to collect data sets required for various ESG frameworks by utilizing our inbuilt chat module.

04 **Report Generation & Muti Format Export**
Collaborate with stakeholders and generate highly customisable ESG Reports as per various Global and national ESG frameworks. Export these reports out of the system in formats including PDF, DOCX & XLSX.
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ESG Data Hub

Streamlines data collection from various types of sources, ranging from ERP to IoT devices. These data-points are normalised to achieve sensitive ESG specific KPI's that need year round monitoring.

Key Features

01. Data Collection Automation
Set up various data sources including sheets, ERP systems, IoT devices, etc to pull data from and accordingly set up data collection systems with configurable workflows to automate collection for ESG Assessment & Reporting.

02. Data Visualization and Charts
Datahub enables you to collect and convert raw data sourced into consumable data visualizations and charts by applying global standard KPI calculations (e.g. GHG emission protocol) on them.

03. Existing List of API integrations
Get access to a list of existing APIs to integrate to ERP systems such as SAP, Salesforce, etc., IoT devices & Databases, and import data streams into our system.

04. Blockchain Enabled Data Logs
All Data related to the ESG Assessment & Reports of Corporates can be backed up onto the blockchain to ensure that the data collection log and quality are immutable.
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